Researchers affiliated with multiple institutions are increasingly seen in current scientific environment. In this paper we systematically analyze the multi-affiliated authorship and its effect on citation impact, with focus on the scientific output of research collaboration. By considering the nationality of each institutions, we further differentiate the national multi-affiliated authorship and international multi-affiliated authorship and reveal their different patterns across disciplines and countries. We observe a large share of publications with multi-affiliated authorship (45.6%) in research collaboration, with a larger share of publications containing national multiaffiliated authorship in medicine related and biology related disciplines, and a larger share of publications containing international type in Space Science, Physics and Geosciences. To a country-based view, we distinguish between domestic and foreign multi-affiliated authorship to a specific country. Taking G7 and BRICS countries as samples from different S&T level, we find that the domestic national multi-affiliated authorship relate to more on citation impact for most disciplines of G7 countries, while domestic international multi-affiliated authorships are more positively influential for most BRICS countries.
Introduction
Researchers affiliated with multiple institutions are increasingly seen in current scientific environment, e.g., Huang and Chang (2018) show that 87.3% publications are written by multi-institutional authors in genetics and 50.4% in high-energy physics respectively. Hottenrott, Rose and Lawson (2019) find there is a growing trend of multi-affiliated authors, the share is 8% in 1996, and it goes up to 13% in 2018. With direct links with several institutions, a researcher can be consequently recognized as a bridge between institutions, facilitating idea exchange and research collaboration (ESF, 2013; Hottenrott & Lawson, 2017) . ESF (2013) also present multiple affiliations is an effective scheme in research collaboration, comparing with general project duration or longer period position, it's more attractive to frontline researchers based on its flexibility. Furthermore, researchers with multiple affiliations are more often found in highly cited publications, regarding to those tested fields and countries, implying their positive influence on scientific impact (Hottenrott & Lawson, 2017; Huang & Chang, 2018; Sanfilippo, Hewitt, & Mackey, 2018) . Therefore, studying multi-affiliated researchers' effect on the scientific output of research collaboration is also important, when exploring their influence in facilitating research collaboration.
Naturally, multiple affiliations can also happen among institutions from one country or several countries, whereas current explorations seldom take it into account, in this study, we will classify multi-affiliated researchers by whether they have multiple affiliations within the same country.
From these above, this study will explore scientific outputs with multi-affiliated authorship, among collaborative output, by considering both national multiple affiliations within a same country, and international multiple affiliations within several countries. The following two research questions will be mainly explored in this study:
 Taking scientific output with multi-affiliated authorship as the background, are there any heterogeneities exist by disciplines, or by countries?
 Regarding to the multi-affiliated authorship's effect on citation impact, among collaborative output, are there any difference between multi-affiliated authorship within the same country or from different countries?
Data and methods

Data
To investigate the effect of multi-affiliated authorship on citation counts in collaboration, we retrieved collaborative publications co-authored by two or more institutions published between 2013 and 2015 with all author address records. Only publications of the Web of Science document types "Article" and "Review" are included in the data collection. A manual institutional disambiguation was undertaken.
For citations, we use a 3-year citation window, i.e., for papers published in 2013, the cumulative citations during 2013-2015 are considered. The ESI classification system is used here to see the different multiple affiliation patterns across disciplines. Publications are categorized into 19 disciplines ("Economics & Business", "Multidisciplinary" and "Social Sciences, General" are excluded), as listed in Table 1 . We also aggregate medicine related disciplines, biology related disciplines and engineering related disciplines, respectively, which result in 10 broader science fields.  NM: the national multi-affiliated author, who is affiliated with two or more institutions from one country.
 IM: the international multi-affiliated author, who is affiliated with two or more institutions from two or more countries.
 S: the single-affiliated author.
Given this, we propose a classification to define multiple affiliations at the level of publication, to analyze their scientific output and citation impact in research collaboration:
 P_M: the publication with multi-affiliated authorship. Based on the types of included multi-affiliated authorship, P_M can be classified further,  P_NM: the publication with national multi-affiliated authorship.
 P_IM: the publication with international multi-affiliated authorship.
(It should be noted especially that there is overlap between P_NM and P_IM, namely some publications may have both NM authorship and IM authorship.)
 P_NoM: the publication without multi-affiliated authorship.
In summary, 59.3% of all publications are institutionally collaborative publications, to be considered as the total scientific output of research collaboration in this study.
Based on the classification above, 
Regression analysis
We perform a regression analysis to reveal the effects of multi-affiliated authors on citation counts. Considering the over-dispersed and high skewed citation count data, we utilize a Negative Binomial Regression Model (Hereinafter referred to as NBRM (Bornmann & Daniel, 2006; Bornmann, Schier, Marx, & Daniel, 2012) ) with the citation count (TC) of each paper as the dependent variable. To investigate the effect of NM and IM on citations, we use the following two independent variables:
 NM_mark: equals 1 if the paper has at least one NM author; otherwise 0.
 IM_mark: equals 1 if the paper has at least one IM author; otherwise 0.
We also consider several publication-related factors which may affect citation counts as control variables (Peters & Vanraan, 1994; Glänzel, 2001; Aksnes, 2003; Bornmann & Daniel, 2008; Schmoch & Schubert, 2008; Sooryamoorthy, 2009; Persson, 2010; Vieira & Gomes, 2010; Gazni & Didegah, 2011; Didegah & Thelwall, 2013) , including the number of institutions, the number of countries, the number of references and the number of authors, for each publication. Those factors associated with citation counts are defined as control variables:
 N_ins: number of institutions  N_c: number of countries  N_refs: number of references  N_a: number of authors.
The Python statsmodels package (Seabold & Perktold, 2010 ) is used to estimate the regression coefficients. When conducting regression, we only consider publications with 10 or less authors, to avoid the effects of those extra large groups and the possible high correlation between number of authors and number of institutions (Table S2 in SM for number of records used in regression). Variance Inflation Factor test shows there is absence of multicollinearity among these independent variables.
For codes and detailed parameter estimations, please refer to the Codes availability section in Supplementary Materials. We also consider several regression models, and similar phenomena are obtained. For details please refer to the Regression Models section in Supplementary Materials.
Results
Discipline-based analysis
This section reports the heterogeneities by discipline, involving share of publications and effect on citation impact of collaborative publications, regarding to the national type and international type multi-affiliated authorship. Table A1 in Appendix.
Statistics of multi-affiliated publications
We can see that in all disciplines, the shares of P_NM are larger than P_IM. For most medicine and biology related disciplines, there is a big gap (over 20%) between the share of P_NM and P_IM, e.g., in PSY, the proportion of P_NM and P_IM are 50.3% and 14.5%, respectively. For SPA, compared to other disciplines, its share of P_IM is the largest, and the difference between the share of those two types is not significant.
Among these disciplines, MATH, ENG and COM have relative smaller shares in both of P_NM and P_IM.
Effect of multi-affiliated authorship on citation impact
Previous studies (Hottenrott & Lawson, 2017; Huang & Chang, 2018; Sanfilippo, Hewitt, & Mackey, 2018) indicate that publications which contain multi-affiliated authorship have a larger probability of receiving more citations. Among scientific output of collaboration, we also observe the same phenomenon based on the NBRM result, here we focus on the effect of national and international multiple affiliation on citation impact. Table 4 presents the results of the NBRM regression showing the size of effects of each observed factor on citation counts. For each independent variable, we report the percent changes in expected citation count for a unit increase in that variable (Long & Freese, 2006 
Country-based analysis
From the perspective of a certain country, the multi-affiliated authors seem to be more complicated. They can simultaneously have this country's affiliation(s), and other countries' affiliation(s). Accordingly, the multi-affiliated authorship is likely to belong to different types, in terms of those two countries. Therefore, for a certain country, the authorship could be classified into 6 types: NM_Domestic, NM_Foreign, IM_Domestic, IM_Foreign, S_Domestic and S_Foreign. An illustration for the classifications (taking country A for example) is shown in Figure 3 .
Figure. 3 Authorship classification for country A.
For different types of authorship (the domestic multi-affiliated authors and foreign multi-affiliated authors), the effect on citation impact may show difference. Here we focus on each country's domestic multi-affiliated authorship. Taking country A as an example, it has two kinds of the collaborative publication containing domestic multiaffiliated authorship below:
 P_NM_Domestic: publication with country A's domestic national multi-affiliated authorship.
 P_IM_Domestic: publication with country A's domestic international multiaffiliated authorship. We then go to the field level to explore the detailed share in different fields, for the G7 and BRICS countries, the two 12 × 19 matrices represented in the figure sets from Figure 5 visualize the normalized share by discipline, of these countries. is related to the value of normalized share: the blue color means value is higher than world average, the red color means value is lower than world average, the darker the color is, the larger/smaller the value is. For the original share, please refer to the Table A4& Table A5 in Appendix.
Statistics of multi-affiliated publications
As shown in Figure 5 (a), regarding to P_NM_Domestic, France stands out in the 12 countries, it almost has values larger than 1 among all discipline. China and Russia have more disciplines with normalized share higher than global average, comparing to other countries (except France). They have high value in engineering related disciplines (COM and ENG), PHY and CHE, as well as MATH. India and South
Africa have high values in AGR. Italy has relative high value in PHY (1.3).
The Figure 5 (b) shows normalized shares of P_IM_Domestic, South Africa stands out with high value in all disciplines. Canada, Germany, France and the United Kingdom have above global average shares in most disciplines. Brazil has its highest value in PSY, the lowest value in AGR. India has below average values for most disciplines.
Effect of multi-affiliated authorship on citation impact
We fit the NBRM, to predict the effects on citations of collaborative publications, with regard to each observed factor, for G7 and BRICS countries, Table 5 mainly presents the effect of domestic multi-affiliated authorship (NM_Domestic and IM_Domestic) by disciplines. Among the significant coefficients presented in Table 5 , the larger value, the higher the expected citation count for a publication. In 
Conclusion and discussion
Through an exploration of collaborative publications with multi-affiliated authorship,
we try to answer the questions presented previously in introduction section, mainly focus on the overview of scientific output based on collaboration, and how the two kinds of multi-affiliated authorship differently influence citation impact of collaboration in different disciplines, as well as in different sample countries.
As Hottenrott and Lawson (2017) , Hottenrott, Rose and Lawson (2019) , Huang and Chang (2018), Sanfilippo, Hewitt and Mackey (2018) explore in observed fields or journals, there is an increasing trend of multi-affiliation over years, we also observe a large share of collaborative publications with multi-affiliated authorship. This phenomenon as well show heterogeneities by discipline. Furthermore, we classify the multi-affiliated authorship in two types (national multi-affiliated author and international multi-affiliated author), and see medicine related and biology related disciplines have larger share of publications with the former type. Since the importance of hospital-university, a combination type of multiple affiliations, is presented by Hottenrott, Rose and Lawson (2019) , with regard to medicine related research, we also take a brief look of it. From Figure A1 in Appendix, we can see that hospital-university/college is a frequent combination of multiple affiliations in medicine related disciplines, especially in the discipline of Clinical Medicine. While the phenomenon of Space Science's larger share for publications with international multi-affiliated authorship, may be related to the big infrastructure collaboration all over the world.
Previous studies (Hottenrott & Lawson, 2017; Huang & Chang, 2018; Sanfilippo, Hewitt, & Mackey, 2018) indicate that multi-affiliated authorship play a positive role on citation impact. We here employ NBRM, no merely observe the same phenomenon, but also see how different national and international multi-affiliated author effect on citation impact across fields. We find that in medicine related and biology related disciplines, the national multi-affiliated authors are associated with more citations than the international multi-affiliated author, while Space Science, Geosciences and Mathematics show up the opposite phenomenon, the international multi-affiliated authors relate to more citations.
We go further, try to explore their effect on citation impact for different S&T level countries. It is worth mentioning that we also distinguish domestic multi-affiliated authorship and foreign multi-affiliated authorship regarding to each specific country, taking their different role into account, here we focus on the domestic part. We find France has a very high share of publications with domestic national multi-affiliated authorship, with China and Russia following behind. For publications with domestic international multi-affiliated authorship, South Africa has the largest share among G7
and BRICS countries. Relating to this phenomenon, science policy might be a driving force. We find some connotations displayed in the human resources related documents of the French National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS) 1 , the institution contributes mostly multi-affiliated publications (in our dataset) for France.
Similar implications can be found in policies of foundation institutions of South
Africa, e.g. the National Research Foundation (NRF) 2 .
We as well observe an interesting result in citation effect section, for most disciplines of G7 countries, the domestic national multi-affiliated authorship relates to more on citation impact, while domestic international multi-affiliated authorship is more positively influential in most BRICS countries. We investigate the affiliation links for BRICS countries, and find that more foreign affiliations come from G7 countries.
Citation impact can be increased by collaborating with high R&D intensity or high S&T level countries (Bordons, Aparicio, & Costas, 2013; Bordons, Gonzalez-Albo, Aparicio, & Moreno, 2015; Bote, Olmeda-Gomez, & de Moya-Anegon, 2013; Glänzel, 2001) , in our study, it has been explored that for BRICS countries, constructing affiliation links to high S&T level countries may also bring benefit to the impact of scientific output. Nevertheless, this study currently has several limitations. Discipline schema is one of them, we here use ESI category, the granularity may be too thick to observe some special fields which are not listed in this category. Another is that we only consider a short citation period (3-year citation window) in this study, the effect of multiaffiliated authorships on long-term citations needs further investigation.
Despite these limitations above, our study enables an analysis of multi-affiliated researchers' effect on the scientific output of research collaboration, from 19 ESI disciplines, demonstrating their positive influence presented by ESF (2013), in facilitating cooperation. Multiple affiliation happening among one country or multiple countries are different, we therefore classify multiple affiliation by their affiliation combination, from national face or international face, investigate and compare these two multiple affiliation types in scientific production of research collaboration and effect on citation impact, fill the blank of research studying how citations are influenced by national versus international multi-affiliated authorship across science fields. Like general collaboration patterns linking to countries' different conditions (Garg, Kumar, & Bebi, 2018; Maisonobe, Eckert, Grossetti, Jegou, & Milard, 2016) , we also take country's developing level into account, to see the share of production with the two types of multi-affiliated authorship, as well as which types are more influential for citation impact in G7 and BRICS countries across science fields.
Considering different multiple affiliations links might have different influences on citation impact, we attempt to explore how scientific combinations happen among countries or institutions by multi-affiliated researchers, in our further research. 4(1), 1-13. 
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